2Tokens Joins the IPDB Association
Berlin, Germany, The Interplanetary Database Association (IPDB) e.V. is pleased to welcome
the 2Tokens Foundation as a new member. This step will benefit both organisations to gain
knowledge and clarity in the currently ongoing regulation of tokenization in the industrial sectors,
especially also with regard to the green energy and sustainability markets.
The 2Tokens Foundation hopes to bring education around tokenization and pilot and apply the
technology in day-to-day business operations. Having worked closely with the many active
members and European stakeholders on token use cases, 2Token's membership will enable the
IPDB Association to further its mission of advancing the research in blockchain technology and
governance and discuss it with the different industry working groups that the 2Tokens
Foundation runs.
"The 2Tokens Foundation has a mission to show the end-user value of services and
applications built on decentralised self-sovereign networks," says Alex Bausch, the Chairman of
2Tokens. "We aim to inform and inspire companies and institutions on tokenization use cases
that spawn new innovations. With the IPDB, we look forward to building new standards for the
emerging tokenization industry."
"We are thrilled to add an international non-for-profit foundation as 2Tokens to our member
base," says Sebastian Becker, IPDB's President. "2Tokens is an active group that brings
industry players, academic bodies, and city councils together at the European level and is thus
also very interested in the role of blockchain-based governance. That's why we are not only
confident that 2Tokens' aggregated experience will provide valuable input to our research and
discussions but that both organisations can collaborate in terms of assessing the implications of
blockchain tech on European collaboration and as value-driven contributors to the broader
blockchain community internationally, through the reach of our respective members."
About IPDB
The Interplanetary Database Association e.V. is a Berlin-based non-for-profit organisation. Its
mission is to advance the research of blockchain technology and decentralised governance for
the benefit of society and to drive the use of blockchain tech in industrial and not-for-profit
contexts.
A distinct characteristic of the IPDB Association is its international membership base. Unlike
other associations, IPDB’s members are the ultimate governance body that elects the
association’s board on a bi-annual basis. The association’s articles are accessible on
www.ipdb.io.
About 2Tokens
2Tokens has the ambition to raise awareness, stimulate relevant discussions, and bring together
knowledge/expertise to reduce the barriers to the adoption of tokenization and help realise wider
social benefits. The mission of 2Tokens is to formulate a guide, as part of a larger vision, for any

type of organisation that wants to leverage token technology. It aims to come to a shared
understanding of token finance and, as such, is a public-interest initiative supported by a diverse
community of technology companies, policymakers, financial advisors, banks, and legal &
regulatory experts and academia. 2Tokens is a non-profit organisation funded in part by the
European Union and Industry partners with the endorsement of the Erasmus University
Rotterdam, government and several industry players.
More information: www.2tokens.org

